A Yes Vote on F for Valley Cityhood means…

- **Better Neighborhood Police Protection** – crime and violence are out of control, and the police stations once promised have never been built.
- **Rent Control Protections** – a new Valley city will continue to protect renters and strengthen tenants’ rights.
- **Local Control** – as Valley residents, we will control our own future and have a more responsive government.
- **Lower Taxes** – elimination of the transfer tax will save home and property owners more than $30 million a year.
- **Water and Power Protections** – there will be no change in water and power rates as a result of Valley cityhood – that’s the law.
- **Valley Taxes Stay in the Valley** – cityhood means $1.3 billion we now pay in taxes stays in the Valley.
- **Better Schools** – a new Valley city will lead to better schools… first, we vote to create a new city – then a new Valley school district!
- **More Opportunity, More Jobs** – reduced business taxes and cutting red tape will encourage the creation of high paying jobs.
- **Smaller is Better** – with 3.7 million residents, Los Angeles is simply too big.
- **A Better Quality of Life** – quality parks and libraries, fixing streets and sidewalks, and safety for children and families will be priorities.

Sadly, City Hall is fighting Valley Independence because powerbrokers do not want to give up their control. For them, it’s all about Valley money going to downtown special interests. Oil companies and billionaire developers are raising millions to bankroll their attacks and a campaign of fear.

**UNITING FOR INDEPENDENCE**

Renters, homeowners, merchants, seniors, families - people throughout our community -voters of all parties are uniting to support **Yes on F on November 5th**. We have the opportunity to vote for and create an independent city. We have the opportunity to benefit the residents of the Valley and the residents of the entire city of Los Angeles.

We are creating a new City and making History. **Vote Yes on F on November 5th!**